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France is, by rights the traditionalland of medieval
glass paintings. The Cathedral of Chartres and the
glass shrine of the Sainte Chapelle in Paris, with their
virtually inexhaustible abundance of rows of almost
comp!etely preserved coloured windows, have for
many :'ears been no less than places of pilgrimage for
devotees and friends of this art form. What wealth of
medie\"al and Renaissance glass pictures stiJl remains
hidden in the cathedrals, churches and chapels of the
French provinces is largely unknown in Germany,
and is only being revealed gradually, even in France,
through the records in the "Recensement" volumes of
the Corpus Vitrearum Francel.

Germany, by comparison, has few glass paintings,
with large areas in which not one single glass panel
from the Middle Ages had been preserved. We know
from ,'arious documents, reports and notices that the
churches and chapels in these areas had coloured glass
windows and virtually every archaeological explora-
tion on church sites produces coloured glass frag-
ments. We may assume from this that almost every
medieyal church had coloured panels, at least in the
chance! windows. What has been preserved, more or
less by chance, would amount, at most, to five percent
of the original numbers, possibly even much less2. The
greater part of this still remarkable and abundant stock
of glass paintings was removed and hidden away
during me war. Some, which was not protected, was
presef\"ed by good fortune; some, including works of
extremely high quality, was lost, except for some
meagre remains3. After the war , during the years of
reconstruction, the panels were repaired, bad I y more
often than properly, and replaced. Since then, about 30
years have passed, in which most of the stained glass
windo\1{s have been exposed, without sufficient pro-
tection. to wind and weather. Natural ageing insuffi-
cient care, the installation of heating systems in
churches and the related increase in the build-up of
condensation, and no less important, the constant
pollution of the air with noxious substances (sulphur-

and carbon-dioxide, hydrochloric and hydro-fluoric
acid, from factory and domestic chimneys, and from
vehicles) have caused such serious damage, by an
insidious process of deterioration, to large numbers
of glass paintings, that they are close to final destruc-
tion. Their protection and restoration is an urgent
task; this is the only way of ensuring the survival of
this part of our historical and artistic heritage and of
passing it on to future generations.

Since the full extent of this multiple problem has
only been realised relatively recently-glass paint-
ings, unlike wall pictures and sculptures, cannot
usually be subjected to continuai close observation-
and since the research and practical application of
stained-glass restoration has only been intensified,
on a more widespread basis, within the last two
decades, there is a lack of that tradition and tested
experience which other branches of restoration tech-
nology have enjoyed for decades4. It has been possi-
ble to remove a considerable proportion of medieval
glass paintings from immediate danger, in recent
years. The following pages give an account of expe-
rience gained from this. Some simplifications were
inevitable and no claims are made regarding com-

pleteness.
Preventive Measures

The most dangerous enemy of stained glass is
water. Rain, dew and condensation combine with the
noxious substances in the polluted atmosphere to
form dilute acids, which -barely perceptibly at first
-leach and corrode glass and black enamel and
finally destroy them.

ln theory , the simplest and reliable method of
preserving threatened glass paintings would be to
keep them in museums , replacing them with copies.
However, this is impratical; no one could build
museums on the scale of Cologne or Regensburg
cathedral or the minster churches of Freiburg and
Ulm. Besides which, stained glass windows are an
essential part of the church building, even more than
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the stark line pattern of a square or diamond pane
division would have a disruptive effect. ln such cases
the lead design can be repeated, in simplified form,
on the protective glazing (Figs 4, 5). The installation
of panes of obscured glass between the protective
glass and the original, in order to avoid the " copying"

of the line pattern, noticeably reduces light, adds
weight to the window and is also expensive.

The glass material chosen for the protective glaz-
ing depends on the financial resources of the church
authorities and on aesthetic demands and require-
ments. Laminated safety glass need only be used
where the protective windows themselves are in dan-
ger of being damaged frequently by ball or stone-
throwing (Fig. 3). The problems of cutting this glass
permit only simple, straightline division in this case6.

There is another disadvantage of isothermal pro-
tective glazing which must Dot be concealed: the
inward displacement , by some centimeters, of the
original panels necessarily reduces the impression of
the mullions and of the wall depth. Normally, in the
dim light inside churches, the mullion and tracery-
work appears dark beside the much brighter glass
paintings, if Dot actually black (Figs 2,4). So this is a
minor nuisance which cao be tolerated.

ln addition, experience has shown that when in-
specting the windows church visitors do Dot even
notice the reduction of the mullion and wall depth,
any more than they notice the fine slits oflight which
are often visible between brass frames and posts,
caused by unevenness of the stone-work. Lead strips
cao be soldered on to conceal wider slits, in order to
avoid cross-glare. The cover bars must also be large
enough to extend over the whole width of the panels,
including the frame, with no light penetration at the
ends.

While it is true that externally ventilated protective
glazing, whereby the original stained glass windows
remain in the old rabbet, does protect the glass paint-
ings from the direct action of driving raiD, hail, dew
and wind, this has considerable and serious disadvan-
tages. The air cushion between the protective glass
and the original does in fact moderate the difference
in temperature between the inside and outside air, but
cannot prevent formation of condensation on the
stained glass. There are also the aesthetic problems of
a fixture on the outside of the window. The breaking
or cutting of new rabbets in the intrados and walls for
a solid fixture is extremely risky, as this always means
interfering with the architecture and thus, with the
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altars and sculptures, and should not on principle be
removed from the place for which they were made,
centuries before. Replacing them by copies can only
be considered in cases where the original has been
destroyed to such an extent that, even after restora-
tion, it is still in danger so that installation in the
original position cannot be justified on conservation
grounds. This solution must be reserved for excep-
tional cases.

It is therefore worthwhile to take measures which
provide the conditions for an on-site " museum -like"

preservation. The type of stained glass protection
which to date, is the best-tried, simplest and offers
fewest risks is the installation of an isothermal, i. e.
internally ventilated, .outer protective glazing. The
endangered panels are removed, fitted with a strong
metal frame (usually brass U-sections) and re-in-
serted, a few centimeters inside their original posi-
tion, before a protective window which has been
installed in the window rabbet. This prevents external
weathering. Ventilation slits in the sill and above the
top panels of the lancets or lights ensure that the
original panels are circled by the internaI atmosphere,
thus providing a roughly constant climate both in
front and behind the stained glass windows. This
means that condensation will only form on the
protective glazing; the stained glass windows are
removed wholesale from the corrosive effect of
noxious atmospheric substances, because they re-
main dry5. Additional heating filaments can be in-
stalled on the window sills in order to reduce the
relative humidity in the area of the window. At a
relative humidity of approx. 45% the noxious sub-
stances which are present even in the inside atmos-
phere of churches can have no corrosive effect.

A major disadvantage of the internally ventilated
outerprotective glazing js the aesthetic disturbance of
the extemal architecture, if over-Iarge full glass
panes are used. This can be remedied by dividing the
panes protecting the stained glass into smaller sizes,
by using rectangular panes, diamond quarries or
bull's eye panes (Figs. 1,3). These however are only
recommended if the medieval stained glass is ofvery
low transparency, due either to relatively thick layers
ofblack enamel or glass corrosion. The line pattern of
the prot~tive glazing is then scarcely noticeable
from within the church (Fig. 2), It is outlined on the
original panes only in direct sunlight, but this minor
nuisance can be tolerated since the protection of the
valuable stained glass is more important.

On churches with an extremely delicate external
architecture and with very light, transparentwindows.
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monumental substance of the bui]ding.
IntemaI]y venti]ated protective glazing currently

offers the best protection against weathering of the
stained g]ass windows frorn the outside and the harm-
fu] deposition of condensation on the inside. Since the
glass paintings are not cemented in, but are on]y held
in position by means of cover bars and splints or
screws. they can be removed and p]aced in a safe
location quick]y, and at any time-eg. for construction
or derorating work, or in case ofemergency.

Screen-wire lattices, the use of which was re-
corded even in the Middle Ages and which are still
common in many places, are always ugly. They are
not normaIly necessary where protective g]azing is
installed, but there are some circurnstances in which
the extra protection is essential. In order to cause as
little lesthetic disruption as possible to the outer
appearance of a church or chape],these lattices should
not ex1end across the whole width of the window, but
should only be inserted into the separate lancets, so
that the muIlion and tracery work between thern
remains visible. P]astic nets are thinner and lighter
than screen-wire and they are barely visib]e. On the
other hand, they age more rapidly and tear more
easily: more important I y , they tend to stretch and sag.

Conservation Measures
Hardly any stained-glass window, removed after a

long period of time for intaIlation of protective g]az-
ing, can be replaced without further treatment, with
only a stabi]izing brass frame. Even when removed
with great care, edge panes are often broken,
particuar]y when the panels have been held in posi-
tion by concrete mortar .Often, the saddle-bars are
compietely rusted through, the clamps are broken, the
leading is sagging, buckled and damaged, and the
dried-out, brittle cernent bas faIlen out. Then, there
are weathering encrustations on the outside, corro-
sion products on the inside, countless cracks caused
by damage to the leading, and holes and blemishes by
the throwing of baIls and stones, as weIl as frorn air-
guns and smaIl-calibre firearms. Many windows
have lost a lot of their black ename] and virtuaIly aIl
panels are incredib]y dirty (Fig 6): coated with chalk
and pl aster splashes, cernent remainders, soot frorn
fuel ai] and cand]e sticks and grease, and flying dust
frorn heating systerns; in addition, the accumulation
of thick: layers of algae can mean that the glass and the
painting are almost indistinguishable, and can even
rendera stained glass window completely opaque, In
this candition, it is virtuaIly impossible ta determine
whether the b]ack enarne], under the dirt, is stiIl intact
}}4

or whether and to what extent it has been corroded and
weathered away or attacked by deposits fonned on
the inside. Deposits of soot and dust can make even
a relatively clean stained-glass window look as though
it is covered with gypsum effloresence, as flakes of
dust and soot settle in even the smallest irregularities
in the glass and paint.

Preliminary cleaning at different spots, using fine
brushes or -for thick layers of dirt-water and a soft
sponge, will reveal the condition of the glass and the
paint (Fig. 7). It often happens that the layer of dirt canbe removed relatively easily and that there is sound .

and undamaged black enamel undemeath. Occasion-
ally, old records will show that the same extent of
damaged black enamel was present centuries ago.
However, the inside of the window should always be
cleaned with the greatest care and caution.

Protection of loosened paint requires special care
and finger-tip sensitivity , as the weathered stained
glass must be impregnated with well-diluted syn-
thetic resin. Sometimes surface dirt must also be fixed
together with the paint. There can be no such thing as
an "emergency protection" as for the present no
materials other than synthetic resin are available and
because impregnation with these materials cannot be
reversed. The removal of weathering crusts from the
outside is both a conservation and restoration meas-
ure. It requires the same care as cleaning of the inside,
particularly when examination shows that the. there
are the remains of the outside paint undemeath the
layers. These should also be preserved as part of the
work of art and should be protected in the same way
as the damaged black enamel on the inside. Fibre-
glass grinders and scalpels have proved the most
practical tools for the removal of crusts as they can be
precisely controlled. Careful moistening and soften-
ing with watercan aid removal of the window which
have not been painted. U1trasonic cleaning, whereby
it is essential to immerse the whole panel in a water
bath, is extremely risky, as there is no means of
preventing damaged paint from being loosened or
shaken off with the corrosion products.

Damage to the leading can generally be removed
without difficulty: this is usually a mat ter of ordinary
repair work, such as the soldering ofbroken joints and
partial re-leading. Buckled and sagging panels can be
corrected using sand bags. Since the fit ting of protec-
tive glazing protects the stained glass windows from
the mechanical stress of wind and stonn, there is
usually no need for the costly re-leading of whole
panels and windows especially as the saddle-bars and
frames provide the necessary rigidity .Medievallead-
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decay of the glass and paint in the course of the
centuries, but have also beeIi distorted in other ways.
The panels are interlaced with mending leads which
render the composition and picture content difticult
to discern. More or less rough, usually makeshift
patches spoil the coherence, and clumsy additions
from earlier restorations introduce inappropriate col-
ours into the picture (Figs. 8-10, 15-18). A stained-
glass window can literally be spoiled to the pointthat
it becomes unrecognizable.

It is Dot surprising that the wish is often expressed
to restore or to reconstruct the original state. The
improvement of the "show value" is the main consid-
eration in this case, particuarly with windows which
can be observed at close range by church visitors and
tourists. This is a legitimate wish and often the efforts
of church authorities, monument trustees and work-
shops have a common direction, However, restitution
of the original medieval state is a deceptive illusion;
this is because it is at best possible to create a ticititious
original condition-which cannot and should not be
the task or aim of restoration work. A stained glass
window which looks "Iike new" after restoration is
either a fake or has been falsified to such an extent that
it hardly can be considered an original. Every win-
dow bears the marks of its age and its history and no
one is entitled to erase or reverse them so easily,
Planning of a restoration requires a high degree of
responsibility, care and constant critical examination
of the processes, by all those involved, while the tirst
principle should be the complete respect for the
original and its history .

" As much as necessary and as little as possible" is

a proven and still valuable maxim for restoration of
painted glass. There are no patent recipes which can
be applied to all types of glass paintings. Another
principle for all restoration work must be that all
processes and measures are reversible,i.e. that they
can be undone at any time without damage to the

original.
One of the most serious defects in glass paintings

is the large number of mending and temporary leads
(Figs. 11-13). The lead work is part of the graphic
composition so any lead strips added later will disrupt
the pattern. On many old repairs, the edges of cracked
panes have been grozed or have been roughly broken
off; mending leads can often be remedied only with
a great deal of sticking and "plating". Cutting of the
flanges, which are unnecessarily wide in any case,
helps to reduce the problem to manageable propor-
tions without reducing the solidity. In the case of part
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ing is exttemely rare in this country .For this reason
they have to be preserved, even in small sections, in
addition ta which they are mostly intact and in a sound
condition. Obviously, holes and defects in the glass
must be closed. Because of a certain reluctance to
imitate the original, there is a school of thou ght which
favours filling in holes with "neutral" types of glass,
Apart from the fact that there are no neutral tones in
glass painting, since every piece of glass, even the less
striking greys and greens, bas its own specific shade
of colour .additions of this kind very often appear out
of place in the design of a coloured window. It
depends mgely on the colour sense of the cutter and
the skill ;md care of the glass-painter whether the
additions look out of place or blend harmoniously
into the old panel. Added pieces should always be
marked, :inconspicuously, preferably with an engrav-
ing of the year .The more successful the addition, the
more important to identify it. Unfortunately this is
often omitted, because it is simply forgotton amongst
alI the other processes, or because of shortage oftime.
However. pressure of time can never be conducive to
careful conservation or restoration.

Occasionally, if a church bas very large windows
the struc:ural engineer rejects the installation of pro-
tective glazing on the grounds that doubling the
weight ~"Ould overload the mullions. However, since
a cleanea and repaired or restored window cannot be
exposeà without weather protection-as this would
give rise to further corrosion and decay-other meth-
ods of conservation must be applied. A method which
has pro\ed successful is the application of a thin
coating cfbees wax on the warmed panels; this covers
and seals evenly all the crevices, corrosion cracks and
fissures :n the dilapidated glass. Wax remains un-
changeci for centuries, and also remains soluble.
Endange:'ed black enamel on these windows must,
however. also be protected. nevertheless, the con-
serving 'iVax coating will be used only in special
cirumstznces and can only be considered for win-
dows wbch are not exposed to bright sunlight. Tests
on the use of water-repellent silicon coatings are still
being c.:.rried out. At present, they still have the
disadvanlage that they must be renewed every few

years.

Restora!ion Measures
ln pI":iîciple, after cleaning, repair and conserva-

tion woric bas been carried out, a window can be
reinstal}~d without further treatment. Most stained-
glass wLîdows have not only suffered corrosion and
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Fig.1
Heiford, Neustadter lohanniskirche. Chhancel window
with isothennal protective glazing, 1969. The diamond
pa,tern takes into account the delicate exterior of the
chancel but covers the splendid externalline-effect of the

;c;-, leading in the medieval panels.
c~c~,C' r;o,.g 2':;~~ r, .

Heiford Neustader lohanniskirche. The side windows of
the chancel, from the jrd quarter of the 14th century,

..~ conceal the totally varied distribution of protective glaz-
!~; ing. The diamonds can hardly be seen even in the early 16th

: century bright middle window.

c Fig. j
"

"~ Lemogo, St. Nikolai. Heraldic window of 1670, in south-'4-. chancel. The danger ofball-throwing necessitaled the use

of laminated safety glass. The large-mush rectangular
J~ pattern repeats the main of the heraldic panels and doesI not disrupt the delicate traceryofthis magnigicentwindow.
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Fig. 4 -5

Muster, C,;!hedral, north window XV; The Marienfeld
window of about 1550, after protective work and restora-

tion, read.'- installed with isothennal protective glazing.

The outside shows the simplified leading outline. The lead
webs o/the original and the protective glazing can only be
seen separately /rom a side view.

important or particularly striking parts of a glass
painting s!"Othetic resin adhesive material can be used
to fin the crack between grozed edges. Straight cracks
can be re-c losed easily by glueing edge to edge, using
synthetic resin adhesives. V -shaped or jagged cracks
cao be protected, without plating, by the use of
additonal strips fixed to the edge of the lead; small
rivets, the heads of which are not bigger than the head
of a pin, have proved very useful and very effective.
Even at a short distance they are not noticeable.

Glueing also includes the insertion of precise-
fit ting and painted additional pieces, which often
have to be used to close gaps in fragmented pieces to
avoid using new, extra leading (Figs. 19-22), Panes
which are iragmented, or covered with large numbers
of cracks or mending lead "spiders" often have to be

plated in order to bind alI the splinters and fragment

together sufficiently.
There are a number of methods of plating, the use

ofwhich must be considered andexaminedcarefully.
The fragmented or stuck original piece can either be
placed on a new glass support or embedded between
two thin pieces of clear glass. which have been
previously heated and shaped in a chamotte plaster
mould to correspond to the irregularities of the origi-
nal glass. ln the past. whole windows were sand-
wiched with interlayers of plastic adhesive film on
both sides. This process has a number of serious
disadvatages which really preclude its use: the existing
leading cannot be retained because of the consider-
ably increased thickness of the sandwiched panes and
must be replaced completely: the glass must be cleaned
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not capture the style of the original, or because of
colours which do not match the tones of the medieval
picture. Normally, these badly restored sections are
retained, for the very fact that they also form part of
the historical substance of the painting, and because
it is extremely difficult to replace them with quasi-
medieval inventions. As it was also common in the
19th century to replace even slightly damaged or only
craked panes on a large scale these more or less
carefully worked copies take on a record value, be-
cause they quite often reflect lost originals. False
colour tones can often be corrected, or at least
improved,by placing tinted panes behind them7. ln
addition to coloured glass and leading, the painted
design, with outline strokes and shading washes is
part of the composition of a glass painting and
enables the subject-matter to be identified. Loss of
paint always reduces the legibility and hence the
show value of the glass painting. The scale of black
enamel damage ranges from smalllosses of contours
and half-tones, through every degree, up to the total
obliteration of the paint, where only pieces of col-
oured glass remain in the leading. Sections of black
enamel which are only affected should be protected-
where necessary- but otherwise left as they are, More
serious defects can be retouched carefully by "cold"
painting, always bearing in mind that this must be
reversible. Under no circumstances should darnaged
or obliterated parts of the drawing be re-outlined and
fired with black enamel. This process cannot be
reversed and there is a high risk of damaging the old

glass.
Provided that the glass itself is not corroded, half-

tones which have been weathered away can be ren-
dered visible again by coating the formerly painted
parts with a thin shading wash of black enamel. but
which is not then fired (Figs. 23, 24). This can be
wiped off again without difficulty, but is sufficently
fast to allow panels treated in this way to be handled.

A practical method which does not interfere with
or damage the original, but which is reversible at any
time, is that of dry overlaying with clear , thin cover-
ing glass, on which the painting is completed and
fired to the required depth (Figs. 25.26), ln this way
a panel which has been completely effaced or cor-
roded can be made legible, so that the picture content
is revealed to the observer. It is true that the shape of
the wom-off outlines can often be distinguished only
by faint marks and scarcely perceivable variations in
the glass surface. The extent to which the painting is
restored in these cases depends not least on the degree

radically to remove every trace of corrosion products,
which necessarily involves a loss of substance and a
considerable brightening of the colours; overlaying
of the trasparency of the glass and the optical disap-
pearance of half-tone painting (grease-spot effect);
the plastics used tend to tom yellow. ln addition, the
restoration work is not sufficiently reversible, as
when the covering and the original are separated,
parts of the painting stick to the adhesive layer and are
thus lost. This process has fortunately been aban-
doned, but what happens if some day the windows
have to be "de-restored" because of unforeseen dam-

age?
The example demonstrates the problems which

can arise from the use of plastic adhesives in the
restoration of glass paintings. At present, we do not
know enough about the behaviour of plastics after
periods of 50 or 100 years, whether they becorne
brinle and crurnbly or rock-hard, possibly cornbining
indissolub1y with the panes, or whether and to what
extent they yenow after a nurnber of years, thus
altering the whole colour scale of the window or a
plated section. There are a nurnber of examples which
show that epoxy resins change colour after a short
period of time~ whether acrylic resins win prove
satisfactory , remains to be seen .For this reason,
plating with an adhesive interlayer should only be
used when there is no other way of stabilizing frag-
rnented panes. One solution is to apply adhesive to the
edge, to provide a seal against possible rnoisture
penetration. The least risky rnethod, as before, is
"dry" plating, where bonded fragments are bound
together and protected on one or both sides using thin
glass, lead and cernent only .This of course requires
gr~t care in the leading and cernenting,. although
craitsmen-like care and solidness should be the prin-
ciple in every case and for all processes.

There is hardly one glass painting which has not
already been restored and cornpleted in previous
centuries, mostly in the 19th centory .The quality of
these restorations varies widely and depends both on
the artistic skin of the glass painter who carried out
the restoration work and on the rnaterials which were
available at the time. There were indeed glass painters
in the mid-19th century who strove, with a great deal
of sensitivity , to fit the necessary additions into the
original as inconspicuously as possible, with the
result that it is now difficult to distinguish the old
from the new panes.

\1ore frequently, however, parts restored in previ-
ous centuries appear disagreeable or even obtrusive,
either because of the tasteless drawing, which does
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to which the shape and fUn of the outlines can be
distinguished. No additions should be made which

are not supported by evidence as they might falsify

the whole.

Documentary Records
A documentary record of the various states of

deterioration should of course be part and parcel of aIl
restoration work. This has long since been customary
practice in studios and workshops engaged in the
restoration of paintings and sculptures. Written re-
ports describing states of damage and the materials
and techniques used in repairing same are indeed very
useful but at the same time extremely laborious and
time-consuming; moreover,it is in the majority of
cases very difficult to find adequate words to describe
with any exactitude the extent and phenomena of
damage or deterioration. In such cases it is far more
expedient to use a camera for the purpose of recording
the actual condition of the part to be restored. ln this
way it is possible to achieve the desired degree of
exactitude without having to resort to long-winded
descriptions. It is at least necessary that photographs
be taken of each individual panel, both immediately
after its removal and after the completed preservation
or restoration work, prior to its replacement. Such
photographic records can, and should, be comple-
mented by detailed photographs which clearly show
not only the nature and extent of the damage on both
sides of the panel and the methods used in its repair
but also the artistic, stylistic or technical peculiarities
of the glass painting itself (Figs. 11-14).

The best method of recording restoration measures
has in practice proved to be a photo index containing
aIl necessary full-view and detailed-view photographs.
An additional card for each panel, showing the out-
line of the leading, can be used as a means of indicat-
ing, by the use of hatches and other markings and
symbols, the state of preservation and the measures
taken in restoring the panel (Fig.18). A coding system
comprising letters and figures serves to render this
already simple, graphical form of documentation
even easier ta use and comprehend. With this concise
yet comprehensive recording system it is possible to
store alI necessary information conceming the nature
and condition of the glass, the leading, the black
enamel, and the frame and to keep a record of alI the
restoration work which has been carried out.

Such detailed photographic records are a welcome
aid not only to the art historian or research student-
especially as stained-glass windows, once repaired,
are returned to their original locations which are not~
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4) F:om the mass of literature on this problem, only a few contributions
cao re given here: G.FrenzeI/E.Frodl-Kraft, Referat auf der Tagung
"Cor:us Vitrearum Medii Aevi",Erfurt 1962, in OsterreiclùscheZeitschriCt
fUr Kmst und Denkmalpflege, 17,1963,p.93-114; U.D.Kom, Ursachen
und ~"lmptome des Zerfalls mittelalterlic~er GlasgemaJde, in: Deutsche
Kuns:undDenkmalpflege, 29.1971, p 58- 73; R.G.Newton, Bibliography
of SUrlies on the Deteriration and Conservation of Stained Glass, in: IIC-
Art md ArchaeologyTechnical Abstracts, Vol. 1973, No.2; U.D. Kom,
GlaSDa1erei, in Konservieren-Restaurieren, Westfalen, 20. Sonderheft,
Mea!rer 1975, p. 91-107, on p.93 further lirerature references; Verresaet
Re(rB;taires, Vol.30, No.1, Jan.JFebe. 1796: Actes du IX Collpque
lntenaàonal du Corpus Vitrtearum Medii Aevi; CV (Corpus Vitrearum)
New~ ~tters, publ. by ICCROM, No 1-33/34, 1972-1982. An excellent
criticù summary is given by H.Kuhn, Glasmalerei in Erhaltung und
pfle!!: von Kunstwerken und Antiquitaten. Vol.2. Munch 1981,p.230-
265.
5) :;;,r double glazing see E.Bacher, Au6enschutzverglasung, in:
Ôstmeichische Zeitschrift ful Kunst und Denkmalpf1ege 27, 1973,p.66

ff.: f:rnumerous details of the construction of extemal proective glazings

see G.Frenzel, Probleme der Konserveruing und prophylaktischen

Sicherung nùttelalterlicherGlasmalereiem, in:Knustspiegel,1981,p,173-

209- The Oidtrnann studio at Linnich prouced one of the first double

glazings for development of praxticable construction in numerous places

during the last two decades.

6) The use of glass-type transparent plastic sheets for protective glazing

appears at least problematical. These materials are impact-resistant but

they at tract dust and dirt, so that they require cleaning; this cao easily be

the cause of scratches, which can in tum give rise ta ~n increased

accumulation of dirt. I have no information available on ageing proper-

ties, but the majority are not fire-proof. ln addition, since they are supplied

as large sheets the same applies to these as tu whole glass panes, regarding

aesthetic disturbance of the extemal appear;mce. through the use of sheets

which are tao lage.

7) On the question of the restoration, completion and reconstruction of

glass paintings in larger sections, see the article by R.Becksmann in this

volume.

Fig- 6

Amrberg, propsteikirche Wedinghausen. window, /,9b
(about /250). The late Romanesque window was so dirty
anQ corroded on the inside 47 years a/ter the last cleaning
( 1935) that the run and shape of the fine ornamental
paLJtting could be distinguished only roughly, even when
illU!ninated.

Fig.7
Ebstolj; nunnery chancel window N II, 9c (about 1930).
The window was last cleaned and repaired in 1852. In 130
years, It has become obscured, to the point of opaqueness,
by the deposits of dirt, algae and outside corrosion. The
removal of the weathering crusts considerable brighten-
ing; cleaning of the inside exposes the almose intact

painting.
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As much as necessary .as littleas possible Noies on the !!5!!eclion and Resloralion ~~~aI and Renaissance Stained Glass

Figs.8-10
Hannoyer, Marktkiche. window 1,5c (about 1400). The
condition before restoration appears almost hopeless:
rough patching and thick mending leads have created a
ruin out of a work of art. The same panel after dismantling
of the leading: innumerable fragments and bits of glass
which can hardly be recognized as parts of a coherent
picture,-The restored panel does revealthemarks ofits in
the eroded surfaces and fading outlines, but neverlheless,
the picture is stin clear; St George is to be tortured on the
wheel, buttjejudgementwheel, which is stuckwithswords,
is destroyed by stones which fan from the clouds.



'.

Figso 11-14

Hannover, Marktkirche, south window II, 4a, section
( aboUJ 1420)0 The view and illuminated picture of the front
and rt'ar, in the un-restored state, reveal the darkening
caused by weathering encrustations and the scarred as
weIl as the numerous leading repairs and cracks. AIl the

temporary leadings were removed, the brittle fragments
were glued edge to edge and overlaid on the reverse side
with a thin clear glass pane. The affected paint is protected.
but nol restored.
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As much as~~~nle as possible noIes on the Protection and~estoration of Medieval and Renaissance Slained Glass

Figs. 15-18

Uelzen. C1Qpel of the Holy Ghost, north window //I, 2a
(about 1412). In the salvage operation in 1942. the panel
with the A.'!gel ofthe Annunciation was in reasonably good
condition.lt was badly damaged in 1946 by srone-throw-
ing, after),,'hich it had to be patched. With the aid of a good
photograph of its 1942 condition. the panel was restored
and recoTIStructed in 1980/81. The hatched drawing shows
which pit't.'es were restored and from which period they
corne

(horizontal: 19th century.

diagonal: 1980/81; dots and rings represent platings). 123
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Figs.19-22
Uelzen. Chapel of the Holy Ghost, north window J/I, 2a.
The ht'ad of the Angel of the Annunciation was alredy
cracke.d in 1942, while almost half of the original was lost
in 1946 because of stone-throwing. After careful bonding
ofthefragmentsand the grinding of the new panes with the
subtl!' restoredfine painting, thefact thata large part of the
headàùtes. no1 from 1412. butfrom 1980/8/, isscarcely
noticeable.
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Fi gs. 23 -2-l !
I

Ebstor, nunnery chancel. nPrth window IV, 7b, section. The
1523 window has almost c~mpletely lost the insufficiently
fired black enamel. part !,of the painting was revealed
during restoration using ahiin. non-fired, shadin.~ wash; a
covering pane carries the tompleted main outlines.

Figs. 25 -26
Luneburg, lown, law courl's hal/, window Il, 2a. The
inscriplion on Ihis early 151h cenlury panel, "oplimum esl
maiorum vesligia sequi, hirecle praecedanl Seneca. ..which
was complelely erased. was reconslrucledfromfainl marks,
on 10 a covering pane. Thus Ihe smal/figure is identified as

Ihe Roman philosopher.
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Ffgs. 27

Munster, Westfalisches Landesmuseum. Reconstructive

rtplicaofthe TreeofJesse Window( 1230140)fromLegden,
SLBrigida. 1969, Detail.

.:icht, Glas, Farbe. Arbeiten in glas und Stein Aus den Werkstatten
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